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Repetitive Excel tasks, VBA helps you out
Weiping Zhang, BeiGene (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

ABSTRACT
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is a programming language developed by Microsoft. It has been
widely applied in different areas in the past decades. Now more and more powerful programming
languages like R, Python, JavaScript have been used in pharmaceutical development. But VBA still has
its own advantages. This paper will explore the potential and possibility of VBA application in
pharmaceutical development by giving two examples.
VBA is built in Microsoft Excel and can use Excel as UI directly as long as Excel has been installed on the
computer. Since almost everyone has already installed and used Microsoft Excel on their own PC. So,
the application developed by Excel is very easy to use and being distributed. No learning curve and no
additional software to be installed. Based on this, we have developed a VBA tool for DM and CRA who
don’t have any programming knowledge. This tool will be distributed to each DM and CRA to help them
check local lab reference range (LLRR) files. It will check logic/typo issues and generate an issue
summary automatically to save manual work.
VBA also allows programmatic control for almost all functions of Excel. Therefore, VBA can be a powerful
tool to automate repetitive tasks in Excel. We also have developed a VBA tool to standardize our
programming specification which is written in Excel. This tool will help identify the variable label from
specification and generate the corresponding SAS dataset. So, we don’t need to adjust our SAS program
for different programming specifications.
In this paper, Microsoft Excel for Microsoft 365 MSO (16.0.14326.20936) and SAS Enterprise Guide 7.15
are being used.

INTRODUCTION
Our daily routines often involve many repetitive Excel tasks. Repetitive Excel tasks are boring, timeconsuming and error prone. So, automating these works can greatly save time, improve accuracy, and
free us to work on more creative tasks. When it comes to automation, you may think of R, Python,
JavaScript and so on. But as a programming language built in Microsoft Excel, VBA has its own unique
advantages.
Many, perhaps most, non-programmers in the pharmaceutical industry such as DM and CRA are not
good at using programming software. But repetitive Excel tasks often make up a large part of their daily
work. The question then becomes, how can we find a programming software which interacts with Excel
well and has a low entry barrier? The answer lies in VBA. VBA can automate nearly every operation that
you can perform with a mouse, keyboard, or a dialog box in Excel. Perhaps other programming software
can do these things as well, but VBA is built in Microsoft Excel. Almost all staffs are familiar with Microsoft
Excel and have installed Microsoft Excel on their PC. Therefore, VBA tools are obviously more userfriendly for all kinds of employees. Based on these advantages of VBA, we have developed the local lab
reference range (LLRR) tool for DM and CRA. This tool is used to check logic/typo issues, compare the
finalized LLRR files with data entered in EDC, and generate the issue summary automatically. For VBA
tool end users, knowledge of the VBA language or other programming software is not necessary, they
can do all operations via this LLRR Tool in Microsoft Excel, which they are familiar with.
As mentioned above, VBA tools can do a lot for non-programmers. How about SAS programmers? VBA
is not only a tool to automate repetitive Microsoft Excel tasks, it can also run SAS codes. When a task
requires both of Microsoft Excel and SAS, you can automatically accomplish all the steps in Microsoft
Excel with VBA, without switching between Microsoft Excel and SAS. Due to the flexibility of VBA to
interact with Microsoft Excel and SAS, SAS programmers can also benefit from VBA. Based on these
advantages of VBA, we have developed the standard spec tool to extract the variable label from
specification which is written in Microsoft Excel, and then generate the corresponding SAS dataset.
Therefore, we don't need to manually assign labels to each variable in SAS programs.
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This paper will explore the potential and possibility of VBA application in pharmaceutical development by
giving these two examples.

LLRR TOOL
The LLRR tool can help DM and CRA to check logic/typo issues in the initial LLRR files, compare the
finalized LLRR files with data entered in EDC, and generate the issue summary automatically. It has a
user-friendly interface and the checking can be completed within seconds. The key VBA knowledge used
in this tool is described below.

PART 1 USER INTERFACE DESIGN
The LLRR tool has two portals for DM and CRA because of the different requirements of the two
departments (Figure 1 and Figure 3). In addition, the DM portal has two functions: checking issues and
comparing the LLRR files with EDC data (Figure 1 and Figure 2). You can use VBA statements to give
the interface the appropriate appearance at different portals and different functions. When the "DM" or
"CRA" option button is clicked, the interface of the corresponding portal is displayed. Similarly, when the
"New" or "QC" option button is clicked, the interface of the corresponding function is displayed.

Figure 1. DM Portal of the LLRR Tool (New Function)
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Figure 2. DM Portal of the LLRR Tool (QC Function)

Figure 3. CRA Portal of the LLRR Tool
Figure 4 gives an example code for changing the text in cells and buttons and controlling whether the
buttons are display or not by choosing option buttons. When the "New" option button (OptionButton4) is
clicked, "Template Excel Name" will be written in cell "A1" and the caption of the CommandButton1 will
become "Select Template Excel". If the "DM" option button (OptionButton6) is selected, the "QC" option
button (OptionButton5) and the "Select LLN&ULN checklist" command button (CommandButton3) will be
visible. If the "CRA" option button (OptionButton7) is selected, the "QC" option button (OptionButton5)
and the "Select LLN&ULN checklist" command button (CommandButton3) will be invisible and the
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contents of "A3" and "B3" cells will be cleared.

Figure 4. Code of the Interface Design
In addition, you can open a file dialog to select files with FileDialog object. For example, in this tool, when
the "Select Template Excel", "Select EDC LLRR Excel", or "Select User Excel" command button is
clicked, a file dialog appears and files can be selected. Then Excel displays the path for each file in the
corresponding cells from cells "B1" to "B3" (Figure 6). The following code (Figure 7) gives an example of
how to open the file dialog via VBA.

Figure 5. Window of the File Dialog
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Figure 6. Display the Path for Each File in the Corresponding Cells

Figure 7. Code of the File Dialog

PART 2 LOGIC CHECK
After selecting the portal, function and files, users only need to click the "Check" command button and all
the required check will be done automatically. You can use If-End statements to select the corresponding
logic based on the value of the portal and function option buttons (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Use If-End Statements to Select the Corresponding Logic
Figure 9 shows an example of a part of the check results. Cells with issues are marked in yellow, and
corresponding issue flags are filled in the last column of the LLRR file.
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Figure 9. Example of Check Results

PART 3 GENERATE ISSUE SUMMARY
After checking LLRR files, the issue summary can be generated automatically by clicking "Generate Automessage" command button. The issue summary is generated based on the issue flags in the check
results and is displayed in the text box of the Auto-message sheet. Figure 10 shows such an example of
parts of the issue summary. Figure 11 gives an example code of the text box.

Figure 10. Issue Summary

Figure 11. Code of the Text Box

STANDARD SPEC TOOL
The standard spec tool is used to extract the variable label from the specification which is written in
Microsoft Excel and generate the corresponding SAS dataset. With the standard spec SAS dataset, we
don't need to manually assign labels to each variable in SAS programs.
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PART 1 INTERFACE
Figure 12 shows the interface of the standard spec tool. Users can select original specification by clicking
the "Select spec excel" command button. The code is similar to what's shown in Figure 7. After the
specification path fills cell "A1", users can select sheets from the drop-down box in cell "B2" (Figure 13).
Figure 14 shows the example code of the drop-down box. Then users need to select columns of the
original specification that they want to keep in the standard spec from the drop-down box in cell "B3", fill
cell "B10" with the rows which they want to delete from the standard spec, and select the folders ("Prod"
or "Dev") where the SAS dataset will be generated. After completing all the above steps, the standard
spec excel and the corresponding SAS dataset will be generated by clicking the "OK" command button.

Figure 12. Interface of the Standard Spec Tool

Figure 13. Drop-down Box

Figure 14. Code of the Drop-down box

PART 2 RUN SAS CODE VIA VBA
One of the very important parts of the standard spec tool is to generate the corresponding SAS dataset.
In order to establish a connection to the SAS EG server, certain references will need to be installed and
enabled on PC (Trace: Developer > Visual Basic > Tools > References). See figure 15 for more details.
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Figure 15. Add References
With the execution of the VBA code in figure 16, the SAS code stored in the SAS_code variable is
running. And the log is saved in ms_transas.log file in the same path as the standard spec tool. By
making the username and password parameterized, this code can easily be used by multiple users.

Figure 16. Code of Running SAS Code via VBA

CONCLUSION
With the help of VBA, repetitive Excel tasks can be easily simplified and automated. This paper presents
ideas of how to develop VBA tools for non-programmer and how VBA tools help our SAS programmers.
Of course, there are a lot of other approaches which is available to achieve the same goal, such as R,
Python, JavaScript. But the accessibility and the good interaction with Excel are VBA's own important
advantages.
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